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better manage food safety and integrity
in the future. Thank you to Rob Chester,
Managing Director of NSF International
for sharing his thoughts on the role
of technology and thank you to Paul
Marples, CEO Authenticate for his article
on Blockchain.
We have a busy programme of events
planned for this year, which we trust you
will find informative and provide plenty of
networking opportunities. We look forward
to seeing you at these.
Peter Littleton has kindly provided a
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summary of the hugely successful ‘Back to
Basics’ conference held at the Ricoh arena

vision of
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the future

in February in partnership with Highfield.
This Summer (July 12th) your society
board directors will be hosting our second
Summer Soiree, building on the success
of our first soiree last year this event will
be at the lovely venue of Coombe Abbey
and we are delighted to welcome Andy
Clarke as our speaker. He will be sharing
his thoughts on the future of food and its
packaging. Do come along and join us at
what promises to be a great afternoon/
evening.

Blockchain technology
in the food supply chain
- The genie is out
of the bottle
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Finally we would love to hear your
feedback on the SOFHT Focus Magazine
and if you have any requests or interesting
and topical articles you would like to share
in a future focus edition please send these
to the SOFHT office or directly to myself at
dwaite@nsf.org
Dianne Waite,
Assistant Editor SOFHT Focus
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All Laboratories
are not the Same

Find out why so many manufacturers entrust their
work to ALS for the complete testing service.
Unbeatable service

• Nationwide sample collection service available through our
modern fleet of refrigerated vehicles
• 9 food testing laboratories located across the UK to help get your
samples on test quickly

Uncompromising quality standards

• UKAS/INAB accredited to ISO 17025
• Approved by M&S, Tesco, DEFRA & Kraft
• Unrivalled industry expertise ensures that every test result is
delivered with accuracy and integrity

A ‘One-Stop Shop’ of tests and services

• Microbiological – including Shelf Life Trials, Pathogen Determination
and Challenge Testing
• Nutritional Testing, Meat Content and Speciation
• Food Allergens, Contaminants and Pesticide Residues

Helping your business every day

• Industry-leading web-based portal 'Webtrieve' provides quick and
easy access to your test results
• In-house Consultancy Service to help optimise your testing schedules
and assist with food safety issues

All this AND competitive pricing. Why look elsewhere?
www.als-testing.co.uk I 01354 697028 I sales.uk@alsglobal.com

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
IAN BOOTH, SOFHT CHAIRMAN

This will be the last introduction that I will write, as
I hand over to Fiona Kibby at the end of my two year
tenure as Chairman.

As always, the Society

I am pleased with the continued progress that the Society

being as popular as ever,

has made over that time in supporting the industry. SOFHT is
recognised as a professional body covering all aspects of food
hygiene, including hygiene technologies and management
techniques, as well as related technical management
requirements such as food legislation and quality management
systems.
Through working with Fiona as Vice Chair, I am clear that the
Society will continue to positively develop and look forward to
the exciting times ahead. I would like to take this opportunity
to recognise the role of the SOFHT Office, and especially Su
Werran as Operations Director. During my time as Chair,
Su has consistently supported myself, as well as being the
foundation of the Society. Thank you Su!

has many events lined
up, with Microbiology
for Non-Microbiologists
Suppler Onboarding, Root
Cause Analysis and the Summer
Soiree to name but a few .
The Society must continue to ensure that we represent the
interests of all members and we take this into account when
developing events and training. If you feel that the sector that
you represent could be further supported, please do contact
the office. We hope that you can see the continued benefits of
your membership with SOFHT. We always welcome involvement
of members through our range of activity, as a speaker, joining
working parties or the opportunities to collaborate with other
people within the food industry.
Ian Booth

SOFHT

AWARDS2018
Thursday 15th November 2018

The Brewery, 52 Chiswell St, London EC1Y 4SD

We are delighted to announce the SOFHT
award categories for 2018 as follows:

Best New Product/Service
Best Company
Best Trainer
Best Training Company
Best Auditor
Best Food Technologist
Dorothy Cullinane award
Thank you to the sponsors of this year’s awards:
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BACK TO BASICS AT
THE RICOH ARENA
Around 90 food safety professionals arrived at the RICOH
stadium in Coventry on February 13th for a joint branded event
with learning qualification experts The Highfield Group. It was
a packed programme across a range of themes linked to the
basic, essential pre-requisites in ensuring the safe production
of food, drink and beverages across the entire spectrum of the
food industry from production to food service.
Topics as diverse as pest control from Acheta, allergen
management from RSSL and hand hygiene from Deb were
joined by label verification from Succour, the future of training
from Highfield and cleaning technology from Christeyns Food
Hygiene.
The event was supported by 17 exhibitors demonstrating
their links to the management and effective deployment of
food safety as well as their links into food safety culture. The
Society’s Chair, Ian Booth, wove together the diverse topics to
create a successful day.

SOFHT SIGNS UP TO WRAP’S COURTAULD 2025 TO DELIVER
GUIDANCE ON WASTE PREVENTION
Waste prevention is one of the biggest issues

“Waste prevention is a serious concern for

currently facing the food industry. Whether this is

our members. Working with Courtauld 2025

consumer food waste, or waste created throughout

means we are committed to taking action,

the supply chain, it’s a subject that has been raised

which includes sharing best practice and

by SOFHT members as one about which you are keen

supporting implementation of change. We

to have more help and guidance.

are aware that several SOFHT members are

SOFHT is therefore pleased to announce that it has
signed up to become an ‘engagement partner’ for
Courtauld 2025. This is a 10-year initiative and an
ambitious voluntary agreement, bringing together a
wide range of organisations. It is designed to provide a framework

already signatories to the agreement and
we look forward to working alongside WRAP
and these signatories in providing relevant
guidance to our members”, explains Ian
Booth, SOFHT’s Chairman.

for collaboration between businesses in the food supply chain to

This focus on waste prevention will play a significant role

make food and drink consumption more sustainable.

in SOFHT’s activity this year with a conference planned for

Partnering with WRAP on Courtauld 2025 will enable SOFHT
representatives to become involved in working groups and for
our members to easily access the specific guidance and support
relating to waste prevention via the SOFHT website.

October 2018. Still in the planning stages as we go to press,
the conference will aim to feature speakers from industry
bodies, retail, manufacturing, foodservice and redistribution
organisations to look at the scale of food waste, how businesses
can and have acted to reduce it and how food waste prevention
can be embedded in industry practice.

6
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SCMs New Year Meeting
Our Supporting Company Members are a very important part of
the Society and were pleased to welcome representatives from our
newest SCMs – BSI and NT Assure – to our most recent meeting.

The venue, once again, was the
atmospheric National Liberal Club in
London’s Whitehall and after lunch,
Nina Purcell of the Food Standards
Agency gave an excellent presentation
on the “Regulating our Future”
programme. Our members and, indeed,
the entire food industry have been
increasingly anxious about the future
of food regulation in the UK and Nina’s
presentation provided some clarity to
the progress of the programme.

One of the key points is that there will
be recognition of the systems that food
companies have in place to ensure
food safety and compliance – this will
entail scrutiny of audit records etc
and this step is welcome although
there will inevitably be concerns about
confidentially of commercial documents.
Another key feature of the programme is
that the industry will be expected to pay
for regulatory intervention – arguably
businesses contribute enough through
business rates as well as the investment
in their own assurance systems.
There was also discussion about the
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme as there
is commitment to making the display
of ratings mandatory as it is in other
parts of the UK. There was a very strong
feeling in the room that if this is the case

there needs to be complete consistency
in ratings but most importantly a robust
and truly independent appeals process.
The level of the discussion really
did reflect the relevance of our SCM
meetings, the quality of the speakers
who are pleased to give their time and
the diversity of our Supporting Company
Members.
The Food Standards Agency has stressed
that it welcomes feedback from our
members so if you have any concerns or
comments on Regulating our Future or
any other food safety issue please let us
know and we’ll pass your comments on.

SOFHT TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTRE (TSC)
SOFHT provides this helpline service to all Individual Premium & Company members with automatic entitlement to
30 minutes free advice every month on Food Law, Environmental Health, Trading Standards and Food Technology.
Some of the queries received and answered to date include:

We have received some great feedback on this service:

• Food labelling and allergen declaration advice

As an independent consultant this service is
“immensely
useful for swift advice on specialist subjects,

• Limits on food additives
• Hygienic cleaning and maintenance of food preparation
equipment
• Suitability of products for use in the UK market (banned
substances)
• Temperature control critical limits for food production
• GFSI accreditation advice
To submit an enquiry you would like support with, please email
sofht@nsf.org.
Please note this service operates Monday to Friday 0900 –
1700 (UK time and excluding Bank Holidays). Outside of these
hours all enquiries will be dealt with the next working day.

especially specific points of law. Always a good service
with concise answers. This would be difficult to replace

”

Chris Holland
The SOFHT TSC is a very helpful source of legal
“information
which we use on a regular basis to assist us
with our NPD projects ”

Charles Lenart, technical manager at Simtom Food
Products

precise, very factual and replied in time.
“VeryRelevant,
helpful to make the decision ”

Sukhbir Kaur, Senior Technical Manager at Reynolds

SOFHT FOCUS | APRIL 2018
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Happy Easter!
Not sure Billy was interested in the Easter Egg
hunt - the chickens were far more interesting!
We hope you had a great Easter Break despite
the weather.
We are pleased to welcome the
following members to SOFHT who
have joined since the last issue of
SOFHT Focus.

Level 4 Food Safety
Carousel Success
Andrew Kerridge
“It is quarter of a century since I last
sat a written exam, and nearly as long
since I sat in a classroom for a week,
so I was delighted to see that SOFHT
offered the option of spreading the Level
4 Food Safety course over months. I
can manage the occasional day in a
classroom from time to time, and so
steeled myself for the course.
Actually it was really enjoyable. If you
have been in the food industry for as
long as I, it is easy to think that there
is nothing new to learn, but believe
me there is. The trainer was brilliant
with a wide range of experience and
great teaching style. The mix of people
on the course from retail, foodservice,
pest control and manufacturing made
for some really good conversations and
some good real-life examples were
forthcoming.
However, sitting the
exam, and hand-writing for more than
a few lines was probably the biggest

8
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challenge. We were assured that the
hand writing did not have to be perfect,
but after the 10th page, I was worried,
I felt that my hand was going to fall off.
Delighted/amazed to find that someone
had managed to decode my spidery
scrawl and I passed.”

Marks & Spencer

SCM

NT Assure

SCM

BSI

SCM

Wagamama

High 5

FSSI Group (UK) Ltd

Bronze

PCE Instruments UK Ltd

Bronze

Justine Redfearn

Premium

Nick Skew

Premium

Martin Norton

Standard

Craig Watson

Standard

Andrew Barnett

Standard

Derek Sargerson

Standard

Mike Bethune

Standard

Nigel Sadler

Standard

Eleanor Nicholls

Standard

Eric Hurford

Standard
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Specialist Food Services

For over 30 years RSSL has been
helping world leading companies
to develop and supply products
that are safe, innovative and of
the highest quality.
Your trusted partner for:
yy
Allergen Management
yy
Authenticity
yy
Foreign Body Investigations
yy
Chemical Contamination
Identification
yy
Consultancy & Training
yy
Emergency Response Service
yy
R&D Support
...whenever you need us.
Outstanding quality, scientific
excellence and customer satisfaction

For further details contact customer services on:
Tel: +44 (0)118 918 4076 Email: enquiries@rssl.com Web: www.rssl.com

RSSL Specialist Food Services AD V1.indd 2

26/01/2018 13:14

UPCOMING SOFHT EVENTS
17 Apr	Managing the New World of Supplier On-Boarding through
Effective Controls of Systems and Data
25 Apr

Legislation Update Forum

26 Apr

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 3)

10 May

Root Cause Analysis

17 May

Effective Management of Cleaning & Hygiene

24 May

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 4)

07 Jun

Automated Cleaning – Help or Hindrance – NEW

14 Jun

Control and Verification of Packaging Coding

21 Jun

Internal Auditing

27 Jun

Cyber Security

28 Jun

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 5)

03 Jul

Level 3 Award in HACCP for Food Manufacturers

10 Jul

Sugar – A Sweet Poison – NEW VENUE & DATE

12 Jul

SOFHT Summer Soirée

19 Jul

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 1)

23 Aug

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 2)

06 Sep

Practical Food Labelling & Legislation

13 Sep

Internal Auditing

20 Sep

Allergens Unravelled

27 Sep

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 3)

04 Oct

Managing your Pest Control Contract

09 Oct

Sensory Evaluation

11 Oct

Leading and Managing a Positive Food Safety Culture – NEW

18 Oct

Microbiology for Non-Microbiologists

25 Oct

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 4)

08 Nov

Biocides and Disinfection

22 Nov

SOFHT New Level 4 Food Safety Training Carousel (Day 5)

29 Nov

Traceability Systems

05 Dec

Training to Train

For more informations and to book visit
www.sofht.co.uk/events

10
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SOFHT Annual Lunch
and Awards 2018

Programme
10.00 Welcome and Coffee
10.45 Introduction by Matt Tebbutt
11.00 Interview with Rick Pendrous
& Matt Tebbut
11.45 Open forum

Thursday 15th November 2018

12.00 Networking Reception

The Brewery, 52 Chiswell St, London EC1Y 4SD

13.00 39th Annual Lunch and
presentation of the
SOFHT Awards
16.30 Close

THE INSIDE STORY

SOFHT

The Society of Food Hygiene and
Technology presents Matt
Tebbutt, TV Chef and Presenter.

AWARDS2018
New for this year hosted by Matt Tebbutt.

Booking

Matt is currently presenting the C4 consumer show Food

Table of 10 (Members)

Unwrapped. This experience combined with his background
as a chef gives SOFHT members the inside view on how

£1995 / Individual Place £250

food TV may influence food consumers and the

Table of 10 (Non-Members)

food industry. Matt also presents Saturday

2017
prices
held!

£2300 / Individual Non-Member

Kitchen and Best Bites on BBC 1. He has

£290 (all + VAT)

presented Save Money: Good Food,

To book a place contact
Su Werran,Operations Director
01827 872500 or
email: suwerran@sofht.co.uk

Matt Tebbutt’s South Africa, The Big Eat
and Kitchen Superheroes. Matt also
co-presented Market Kitchen. Matt
has two publications, Matt Tebbutt
Cooks Country and Guilty Pleasures.
He also regularly contributes to
Waitrose Kitchen magazine and
other food publications.

This year’s Annual Lunch
is kindly sponsored by
Pal International

Drinks are kindly
sponsored by Acoura

Administration Details: All bookings will be acknowledged and tickets will be sent on receipt of payment. Cancellations/returns must be
notified prior to 15th October 2018 by letter, fax or email and will be subject to an administration charge of £30 + vat per person. Payments
can be made by BACS or credit card. There will be a £1 administration charge for payments via cheque. The organisers reserve the right
to modify the sessions without prior notice. Data Protection - The personal information provided by you, will be held on a database. The
Society sends out promotional material about its activities. Please inform the Society’s office if you do not wish to receive this information.
©The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology

We are proud to be supporting
Cystic Fibrosis Care.
Registered charity in England
and Wales No. 1162445

A VISION OF THE FUTURE
error or, less often, malicious intent is
the main common denominator in food
safety incidents, so can technology help
to eliminate this by simply replacing the
role of humans? People are the crux of
the matter and in my opinion that is the
major reason why technology cannot by
itself solve all our food safety issues.

Technology to
revolutionise audit

A vision of
the future
From robotics replacing labour to wearables that detect
disease, Rob Chester has a very particular view of how food
safety can be enhanced, if not transformed by technology.
We have to change the way we look

The challenges were summed up again

at food safety. Ever more stretched

by the recent issue at the 2 Sisters

resources and increasingly challenging

chicken factory in the UK, in which

demands from regulators, customers

undercover reporting revealed poor

and consumers mean that we cannot

hygiene standards and alteration of

carry on simply doing more audits

food safety information. The response –

when things go wrong or in the hope

completely accepted by both their retail

of catching a growing array of potential

customers and the UK regulator – was

problems. If you look at it from the

more of the same: extensive retraining

simple point of view of foodborne

coupled with an intensive inspection

disease, food safety has not improved,

schedule.

with just as many, if not more, people
getting sick and dying than decades ago.
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But how long before a similar incident
happens elsewhere in the UK? Human

Of course technology can take us a
long way forward. I can point to just
two developments in my own company
that will revolutionise our approach to
auditing. We have spent more than two
years developing a remote auditing
system called EyeSucceed. An operator
not trained in food safety can conduct an
audit wearing smart glasses anywhere
in the world, while a trained auditor
back in the UK office can see what they
see, direct the audit and communicate
with the wearer from the comfort of
their own desk. The savings from not
having to send auditors to distant parts
of the world will be huge. But even more
exciting is the potential the specs have
to help train people and ensure they
are following correct practices. You can
embed routines into the glasses so that
people doing critical tasks on production
lines can get guidance and correction
instantaneously. You can, for example,
look at the QR codes on pieces of kit and
get instructions on how to operate them
via the glasses.
The second innovation is in the area of
risk prediction. Auditing of multi-outlet
manufacturing and retail chains is an
expensive, resource-hungry activity.
Auditing all sites, whether they are
good or bad, on the same set frequency,
whether they are good or bad, is not
very efficient or effective. We can now
use predictive analytics to understand
how and where risks are arising in our
own or supplier sites and to schedule
preventative activity on a targeted
and prioritised basis. We are already
delivering this for a number of clients.

A VISION OF THE FUTURE
Case study 1: Robotics transforming productivity and safety
Seng Choon egg farm, Singapore
One of the biggest egg producing farms, Seng Choon, raised its productivity by 30 percent after
installing a robotic palletising system that stacks heavy boxes and baskets of eggs onto
pallets. Before this, workers would manually stack the cartons and baskets of eggs onto
the pallets, with a single worker lifting about 15 tons of eggs a day. This role was rotated
among seven workers throughout the week to minimise safety risks that could arise
due to the high intensity of the job. The automated palletizing system now relieves
these workers from lifting the heavy loads during their shift and has enabled the farm
to redeploy them in less strenuous roles. The farm’s production volume has already
risen from 150 million eggs per annum to exceed 200 million eggs per annum.
The farm is involving automation at every step of the process now, including feeding the
chickens, clearing manure, collecting, inspecting and sorting thousands of eggs a day,
and packing them to send out.
Source: ABB Robotics www.abb.com

The future is bright?
In many other ways too, the future
of food safety is bright, thanks to
continuing technological advances.
Technology is likely to ride to the rescue
in the next 10 years, as sources of
cheap labour dry up – not just because
of Brexit but because of longer-term
structural changes. The food industry
has traditionally been slow to adopt
new practices and particularly in the
UK has taken a short-term approach to
investment and ROI. New sophisticated
robotic systems give us the opportunity
to catch up and compete more
effectively with other countries like
Germany.

productivity, food safety and health &

Packing, lifting and palletising heavy

safety. Machines are faster and more

boxes also represents health and safety

precise than humans. Each robot

risks to workers such as repetitive strain

can do 110 to 140 picks per minute.

and back injuries.

In one UK business, Boomf, that
makes personalised marshmallow
confectionery, a cutting and knife
cleaning procedure that previously took
5 minutes now takes 17 seconds using

Food safety
improvements across
the board

new equipment that takes the place

Technology can help us improve food

of 10 former workers who have been

safety right across the spectrum of public

redeployed.

health, food fraud and maintaining/

Removing

the

human

element

in production takes out potential

improving standards of good practice in
production and processes.

food safety problems such as poor

Applications in the food industry fall

handwashing, transmission of foodborne

broadly in to the areas of artificial

disease and infection between workers.

intelligence or robotics (as we have

There are already sophisticated
systems incorporating robots that can
undertake tasks ranging from picking
and wrapping pancakes to handling
and packing eggs. Although automatic
handling of primary food still presents
challenges because it is not uniform
in size or shape and it is less easy to
control on the line, manufacturers are
now developing vision-control systems
that can cope with this for jobs such as
handling cut meats.
Using robot-controlled automated
systems makes sense in terms of

APRIL 2018 | SOFHT FOCUS
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A VISION OF THE FUTURE
seen above), scientific analysis and
diagnosis, data analysis capabilities
and connectivity (the internet of things),
facilitated by smart mobile technology.
One of the most important aspects of
the internet of things is that it gives
previously ‘dumb’ objects the ability
to monitor, communicate and interact
with each other, with other technology
devices such as smartphones and PCs,
and ourselves. We can receive vital
information in real time, in the field,
or on the shop floor, prompting us to
take immediate action. Remote sensor
monitoring on equipment is already a
reality, giving us accuracy and control
in areas where human record-keeping
has proven to be all too fallible. Fridge
and oven temperatures and humidity
monitoring are already in common
practice. Hand washing monitoring via
a sensor worn on clothing is a reality, as
is intelligent packaging that warns when
product is about to go out of date.
In a similar way, food handler illness is
a key aspect of food safety. New mobile
systems can now take a reading when
the gadget is held to a person’s temple
for a few seconds. Sensors and a built-in
microphone read a variety of vital health
signs including temperature, heart rate,
blood oxygen levels and more. It is not
much of a stretch of the imagination
to see these being used as wearable
devices on shop floor uniforms.

Action against fraud
New techniques in scientific analysis
such as DNA fingerprinting, isotope
analysis and mass spectrometry, used
singly or in combination, provide us
with huge steps forward in establishing
product authenticity through swift and
less costly traceability of origin and
composition. The origin of a joint of beef
for example can be pinpointed down
to the actual field the cattle grazed
in, potentially using handheld mobile
devices, hyperspectral cameras that
can take the place of expensive and slow
lab testing, accurately assessing in an
instant the ingredient composition of a
product.

14
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These techniques, coupled with
blockchain, have vastly improved our
ability to identify and prevent food fraud
in the supply chain.

be fudged, but the cynic in me says that
people will always be able to find ways to
falsify the information being fed into the
system – rubbish in leads to rubbish out.

Blockchain, going hand in hand with
RFID, provides complete transparency
to the ultimate consumer, because it
can securely track ingredients from
their source to the shelf, recording every
separate transaction in a chain with
complete visibility to every user. It also
has potential applications in facilitating
accurate and lower-cost product recalls
where multiple suppliers are involved,
as it will be able to pinpoint exactly
the source of the suspect product
or ingredient. Even more radically, it
facilitates secure transactions between
any parties with access to the system,
meaning that it can securely cut out the
middleman.

So in my view humans will always – or
at least for the foreseeable future –
be the make-or-break factor in food
safety. We are creating and applying
these technological advances, and
the new powerful data analysis and
knowledge sharing systems, in which I
include social media, to vastly improve
our potential to optimise the sum
of our wisdom. Every day, ordinary
citizens create 80 million blog pages
per day. Large-scale collaboration is
happening everywhere, with Wikipedia
being a prime example. Every business
involved in the food industry is creating
policies and processes to define and
control key aspects of what they do.
There is a worldwide database of food
industry practice in the manuals of
every business and the head of every
expert. Why can’t the food safety
industry harness that? It is within our

A recurring aspect in discussing the
role of technology and whether it can
replace human intervention is human
ingenuity. Once in the blockchain system
the records are locked down and cannot

A VISION OF THE FUTURE
grasp to create a seamless collaboration between
businesses, experts, academics, NGOs and others
to create the very best policies and processes
shared by all and to the advantage of all.

Good culture comes first
I am not the first and certainly won’t be the last to
talk up the benefits that technology can bring to
food safety. But the key message I want to leave is
that technology does not remove our responsibility
to do the right thing, be seen to do the right thing
and encourage others to do so as well.
The critical enabler to any food safety process will
always be the culture of the organisation. If the
culture doesn’t work, then automation will never
get you there. Indeed technology can be abused like
any other process.
You always know a business is on the right track if
it is putting safety before profitability. If a decision
is going to hit the bottom line, but is critical for food
safety, you’ll know the culture is strong if the money
is spent on food safety.

Case study 2: Using
Blockchain Technology to
Trace Tuna
To give an example of the power of blockchain, a large
tuna fishing and processing company, Sea Quest in Fiji, is
collaborating with the World Wildlife Fund in an initiative in the
South Pacific using blockchain technology to trace tuna on sale
in the shop back to its origins. Soon, simply by scanning a QR
code on the packaging, the buyer will be able to see the whole
story – when and where the tuna was caught, by which vessel
and which fishing method. The Pacific tuna industry has long
been dogged by reports of illegal and unregulated fishing and
use of slave labour. Until now, the only records have been scanty
and on paper, but now fisherman can register their catch with a
simple scan of the fish on a smartphone app.

About the author
Rob Chester is UK Managing Director of Food at NSF International, leading
their food safety services and operations. Before joining NSF he worked for
Walmart in the UK, the U.S. and China. Whilst in China he was the Chief
Compliance Officer and in the U.S. he ran Operations Compliance across
Walmart’s 5,000 US stores. Prior to Walmart he held several compliance
roles globally for Tesco. He holds an LLB and Postgraduate Diploma in legal
practice from UCLAN in the UK.
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FOOD SAFETY HEATS UP AS GLOBAL STANDARD IS REVISED

Food safety heats up
as global standard
is revised
Issue 7 of the BRC Global Standard for Food Safety
will become redundant in February 2019, when the
more robust, version 8 takes over. Richard Werran,
EMEA Food Sector Director, at BSI (British Standards
Institution) shares his views on the new Food Standard,
and highlights the key changes to pay attention to.
The BRC Global Standard for Food Safety; born out of practical
necessity 20 years ago and over time evolved to become more
than a food safety audit standard – it now forms part of a worldclass, food business certification programme. Crucially, the
latest edition (Issue 8) remains true to its core values, aiming
to ensure that food is safe, whilst defining and sharing best
practice. By including new measures such as a strategic food
safety culture plan, food defence, and crucially, extra safeguards
around cyber security, Issue 8 of the BRC Food Safety standard
aims to enhance the Operational Resilience of any food business.

Simplicity and Global Application
Whilst new sections have been added, the latest version also
provides extra clarity where needed around certain issues to
enhance audit delivery and consistency. The revised Standard
has ditched what hasn’t worked, yet retains what has; gone are
the different levels to the unannounced audit scheme - audits are
now simply ‘announced’ or ‘unannounced’. More transparency
is provided in the standard. For example, references to Codex
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Alimentarius have been removed, and replaced with simpler
language such as ‘food safety plan’ and ‘HACCP (Hazard
Analysis and Critical Control Points)’. Ultimately these changes
seek to extend the global reach of BRC Global Standard for
Food Safety, and align with international food legislation such as
FSMA (Food Safety Modernization Act). A good example of this
is subsection 2.2 Site Security and Food Defense where the site
is required to carry out an annual risk assessment of internal
and external threats, with appropriate monitoring and controls.

The Invisible Threat: New Cyber
Security Clauses
The new version of the BRC Food Safety standard recognizes
most companies are dependent upon an electronic food safety
and QMS (Quality Management System) with the ever-present
risk of cyber security attack and/or failure. Sites are required to
install additional data controls around permissions, password
protection, data storage and backups. Whilst organizations
benefit from efficiency gains through the use of wirelessly
connected devices controlling process, data logging, despatch
and storage, it brings with it an escalating risk of an attack or
data compromise, which food businesses should be prepared
for. Cyber security also features in section 3.11.1 where Issue
8 positions a cyber-failure or attack alongside fire, flood or
sabotage. Any site audited against the BRC standard is expected
to be able to effectively manage a product recall or withdrawal
resulting from a cyber-attack or failure. With a business
currently falling victim to a ransomware attack every 40 seconds
(expected to be to every 14 seconds by 20191), organizations
would be wise to consider implementing an Information Security
Management System such as ISO 27001.

FOOD SAFETY HEATS UP AS GLOBAL STANDARD IS REVISED
Emphasis on Management
Commitment to Food Safety
Culture
Issue 8 places clear obligations upon the auditee to develop
a vertical food safety culture. This must engage senior
management at the top to create and implement a strategic
plan that permits review and continual improvement, as well
as encouraging employee communication and ownership from
the bottom up. Those organizations likely to do well at audit will
have worked closely with and consulted HR, Procurement and
IT during preparation and implementation, ensuring that they
too contribute to the audit process.

Other Changes
Good news for animal lovers - pet food is now included within the
BRC Global Standard for Food Safety. This sits under Product
Design and Development to ensure products are appropriate for
the species, whilst ensuring medicinal inclusions are correctly
managed, dosed and labelled.
High risk, high care and ambient high care requirements (more
or less unchanged) are now bundled into one new section,
Section 8, which has the advantage of making these related
clauses easier to follow for both auditor and auditee.
The Traded Goods additional voluntary module (AVM) has
been included within the standard, Section 9. The module is
a voluntary ‘opt-in’ module, extending Good Manufacturing
Practice (GMP) to include traded goods within the scope of an
accredited standard. The main change to take note of here is
that non-conformities picked up in Section 9 now affect the
site’s certification grade, where the AVM previously did not.

The Verdict
Each version of the BRC standard has seen the content expand,
yet impressively Issue 8 is by far the most agile and fit for
purpose to date as well as being aligned with international
markets. Issue 8 scores on many levels, it identifies what good
looks like, encourages best practice, whilst enhancing an
organization’s Operational Resilience. For food producers it’s a
‘ticket to trade’, designed to facilitate the two-way international
trade of safe, legal and authentic food.

About BSI
BSI is the business improvement company
that enables organizations to turn
standards of best practice into habits of
excellence. For over a century BSI has
championed what good looks like and driven best practice
in organizations around the world. Working with over 86,000
clients across 193 countries, it is a truly international business
with skills and experience across a number of sectors
including automotive, aerospace, built environment, food, and
healthcare. Through its expertise in Standards Development
and Knowledge Solutions, Assurance and Professional
Services, BSI improves business performance to help clients
grow sustainably, manage risk and ultimately be more resilient.
To learn more, please visit: www.bsigroup.com

About the author
Richard Werran is EMEA Director for Food at BSI, responsible for
growing BSI’s food certification and assurance business across
the region. With more than 38 years’ experience in the food and
beverage industry, Werran has expertise in food production, R&D,
additives and ingredients, food assurance, training and certification
with specialist knowledge of supply chain and GMO issues. Richard
is a Fellow of The Society of Food Hygiene & Technology and The
Institute of Food Science & Technology.

1.BSI will be running a series of webinars on the new version of the BRC Food Safety Standard, and will be hosting
two free-to-attend workshops on the changes to the standard on 24 May in Edinburgh and 12 June in Milton Keynes.
https://www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/iso-22000-food-safety/brc-food-safety-standard-v8-events/
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Workwear that works
We rent, launder, maintain and deliver workwear to a wide range of private and public
organisations, from fire-fighters and welders
to doctors, road-workers and chefs.
To be able to perform tasks in hazardous work
environments, you have to be able to rely on
the protection levels of your garments for
everyday working tasks. Like all protective
equipment, protective garments should keep
people safe, comfortable and alert.

Berendsen UK Ltd
Divisional office
Holyhead Road
Birmingham
B21 8LE

Tel: 0800 616 691
www.berendsen.co.uk
Email:
Workwearteam@berendsen.co.uk

Washroom

Mats

Cleanroom

Workwear

THURSDAY 12TH JULY 2018
COOMBE ABBEY, WARWICKSHIRE

SOFHT

SOIRÉE

The Society’s Board of Directors are
delighted to host this afternoon and
evening conference.
It is one of the leading events in the Society’s calendar where our
members and invited guests can come together for an afternoon and
evening of networking and industry reviews – we have a large exhibition
on the day showcasing new products and services in the industry.
In addition, this event will be the forum for the presentation of our
prestigious Student Awards. The Society takes great pride encouraging
students into the industry, and this award is one way of showing our
commitment to the next generation.

The Future of Food
and its Packaging
LECTURE PRESENTED BY ANDY CLARKE
With the ever increasing desire for quality
and freshness, how will the industry adapt to
the pressure of a world with reduced waste?
Plastic is becoming the death of the planet, especially the oceans.
We can’t wait any longer to change our behaviour.
From shelf stacker at 16 to CEO at 43. Andy has spent his career in retailing.
Started with Fine Fare then onto Morrisons, Asda, Matalan, Iceland, spirit,
Mckinsey then back to Asda in 2005. He describes himself as a career
shopkeeper. Currently Andy is MD of his own company Blackthorn Consulting
UK. Married twice with 6 children from 25 to 3 and a recent grand daughter.
He loves country sport and his passion for rugby.

Exhibitor space available, please contact Phil Shaw on 07818 571261

TIMINGS IN
THE MARQUEE
14:00

Exhibition and
afternoon tea

16:00

Keynote Lecture
and Q&A

17:00

SOFHT Student
Award Presentation

The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology

Awards 2018
Sponsored
by:

The lecture will be followed
by drinks and a hog roast
evening reception on the
West Terrace.

£40 member
£60 non-member

£15 Student (all plus VAT)

Reception drinks
kindly sponsored by
NSF International
Hog roast kindly
sponsored by
Pal International

Blockchain technology in
the food supply chain - The
genie is out of the bottle
Paul Marples, CEO – Authenticate
The ability to create a tamper-proof, immutable ledger of
products as they pass through a supply chain is an alluring
prospect and one which is gaining significant traction in many
industries, including the traditionally conservative (some may
say secretive) world of food supply.
Blockchain technology has the potential to transform the way
food products make their way onto consumers’ plates, and in so
doing, to potentially eliminate many of the detrimental, valuedestroying and illegal activities that have been witnessed in the
global marketplace in recent years. There is a clear momentum
to clean up the immensely complex, traditional methods of
supply chain management. Authenticate has been at the
forefront of accurately delivering supply chain transparency
data for the past 8 years and is therefore fully involved in the
emergence of this new technology and how it will impact the
world of supplier compliance and technical due diligence.
Authenticate specialises in providing supplier compliance
metrics for tens of thousands of food products for major food
companies across the entire food supply chain network. Whilst
many of its mapped products are those single constituent
protein lines (meat and fish) where country of origin and farm
assurance are of most relevance, it also maps back to source
many more complex, multiingredient processed goods, where
there may be more than 20 indirect suppliers from across more
than 3 continents. Even those who would consider themselves
modern, savvy consumers would no doubt be baffled by the
complexity of origin behind the humble orange and raisin
muffin, with ingredients from as far afield as Madagascar, the
Philippines and Costa Rica. Such is the nature of today’s supply
chain.
The question to date has been: does anyone care enough to
warrant greater transparency – as long as the product consumed
is cheap, tastes good and is being sold from a reputable source?
For many manufacturers and their clients, the easy and most
economical route is to push the issue into the long-grass and
rely on the traditional insouciance of consumers. Besides, the
ability to verify the origins and methods of procurement deep
down the chain is too arduous to merit much attention. Whilst
the emergence of blockchain technology has been met by many
with the same degree of convenient scepticism – too complex,
too expensive and unlikely to be mainstream in my lifetime – it is
the mere fact that blockchain highlights the art of the possible
which may change everything.
With the likes of IBM, Walmart and J Sainsbury all entertaining
the idea of significant investment in some form of blockchain
technology, it seems highly likely the traditional methods of
supply chain transparency measurements are about to be
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fundamentally changed forever. It is not so much the actual
technology which is so interesting, rather it is the direction in
which the conversation has been taken; blockchain brings to
the fore the indisputable truth that full declared transparency
is a possibility, and if it is a possibility, why aren’t all food
organisations prepared to embrace it?
For now, there remains confusion and hyperbole over the term
blockchain and with it, a convenient way to dismiss it. Simply
put, true blockchain is a technology structure which delivers
three important characteristics:
1.

It is impossible to edit past data and is therefore almost
‘tamper proof’. If your supplier delivered a raw material
from one country, it is impossible to change its origin later
in its transformation to a finished product.

2.

The data is decentralised. No one party has control over a
the database.

3.

The data is widely distributed and held across many
networks. The case against this working at any scale
across the global food supply chain is, today, compelling.
It requires the willing participation of all parties in the
chain, meaning all parties must be digitally connected and,
crucially, it relies upon each player being willing to supply
accurate data at each step. All three of these variables are
far from given in today’s market reality.

However, the genie is out of the bottle. The mere fact that it is
possible, and that there is an ever growing conversation across
the food industry, means that the global food supply network
may be on the cusp of much needed change.
Like it or not, transparency has arrived and it is here to stay.
The requirements to offer more data about food products, their
origin, the way in which they are procured and the attitudes
of the suppliers deep down in the supply chain are only going
to increase, probably exponentially, in the coming years. The
need to comply with Modern Slavery regulations, understand
ethical and environmental standards and meet the generation’s
attitude to social policies are here to stay. The existing
traditional spreadsheet methods of collecting and analysing
this kind of data are out-dated and no longer fit for purpose.
The emergence of ‘blockchain’ technology, or a derivative of it,
is a logical new methodology for sharing and authenticating
data in a cost efficient and compelling way. Those who ignore it
do so at their peril.

Transparency
has arrived

And it’s easier than you think...
Supply Chain
Mapping

See full chain of custody at the click
of a button

Real-time
compliance

View live assurance and
accreditation statuses

Online audits and
self-assessments

Build and manage audits and assessments
and track KPIs for suppliers

www.authenticateis.com

